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Abstract:- This scientific research focus that “student life”, “student stage” of human shall be considered as more precious value for existence of human society under Equilibrium condition.

Further students shall be considered as the gift of nature and product of “J-RADIATION” (soul) of universe rather than the product of “Parents”. “Student politics” shall mean students shall be kept under strict “SCHOOL ENVIRONMENT” in mastering the “Ethics” before transforming into “Political activities” of life system. Politics shall alternatively mean teaching the Ethics.

The students kinds like Arts students, Science students, engineering students, medical students, law students shall be considered like the soul and assets of nations rather than damaging bombs’
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I. INTRODUCTION

It is focused that among global nations every school, college, university is having their own set up of students union, students senate, students government sometime legalized and affiliated with political parties of the nations for ensuring effective welfare of students community. But during current environment student’s community acts more than political body and forming many groups like “caste group”, “race group” and involving in criminal activity and making damages to the public property to the tune of crores of rupees.
Every parents are dreaming their student child to become engineer, doctor, scientists, lawyer etc. and sacrificing their blood for their children. Every nation is also spending crores of rupees for systematic learning programme for making them as National Assets for welfare of their nation.

i) Can students phase make law?...
ii) Can students phase rule government?...
iii) Can students phase become Teacher?...
iv) What does student means?...
v) What does politics means?...
vi) What does school mean?...
vii) What does student life means?...

It is focused that every nation is having their own set up of well defined parliament system, constitutional law mechanism, advisory counsel of Artists, Scientists, Economists etc. for guiding the nations. If so… what else students can contribute to the nation at student phase?...

It is emphasized that the student phase of human shall be considered as the “DORMANT PERIOD” (say up to 20 years) for building up the future nation through their “Ideology and Ethics” gained during student life. Further it is focused that global level thousand of conventional “ethos” shall be considered as the derivatives of “three-in-one” fundamental natural “Ethics”.
“Student phase of human shall be considered distinguished from “youth phase” of human. Student phase shall mean free from Gravity and Noise. “Youth phase” shall mean influenced with Gravity and Noise”
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II. HYPOTHESIS AND NARRATION

a) Philosophy of University?

It is hypothesized that “MOTHERS WOMB” shall be considered like a “UNIVERSITY” creating “perfect scholar” under environment of strict “law and order” in three “Trimester” periods in different phases.

The philosophy of Trimester periods shall be considered as three different phase of education during student phase and gaining ethics within the integrated “University” of mothers womb.

i) Centre dot is like “PUPIL” (LKG & UKG level)

ii) Left dot is like “STUDENT” (School, High school level)

iii) Right dot is like “SCHOLAR” (College, PG level)
It is hypothesized that the origin of “HUMAN SOUL” shall be considered like “PUPIL” and gift of supernature and source of Ethics derived from “J-Radiation” (Zero hour radiation of universe) also called as “White logics”.

The philosophy of “student” (Pupil) shall be defined within the following scope.

i) Student shall mean like “SOUL” (Super nature)

ii) Student shall mean exit under “Strict law and order”

iii) Student shall mean free from “Noise”

iv) Student shall mean fed by “Mother food” (Blood)

b) Philosophy of “Teacher”?...

It is focused that global level leaders are having their own “ethos” sometime promoting social cause and sometimes promoting self motive in building up welfare measures of the nation. Can anybody become teacher of the society?.. If so who is the universal perfect teacher?...

It is hypothesized that perfect Teacher shall be considered as teaching “Ideology and Ethics” rather than “Ethos” which is considered as influenced with Noise and gravity. The practitioner of ethos shall not be considered as perfect teacher.
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i) Right dot is like “common sense” (Proton)
ii) Left dot is like “Intelligence” (Electron)
iii) Centre dot is like “Intuition” (Photon)
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(Scholar become Teacher)

c) Philosophy of “Politics”?...
Case study shows that the philosophy of politics refers to the activities associated with governance of a nation (or) area especially the debate between political parties having power. It is also concerned about activities aimed at improving status and power within an organization.

It is hypothesized that “Politics” shall be concerned associated with characteristics, and behaviour of three-in-one fundamental particles Photon, Electron, Proton. In proton Indo Europe language politics shall be called as “PAL-e”. PAL-e shall mean “Soul” (or) white virgin particles.
It is focused that do “POLITICS” shall alternatively be called as “Teaching the Ethics” for building up the better environment and unified society.

(Teacher become Politician)

d) Case study on “Studio”?...

Case study shows that “Studio” refers to the noise free environment where TV programme, broadcast programmes are recorded. Studio also refers to the place of formal study and doing artistic nature of work.

It is hypothesized that the philosophy of study, student shall be considered derived from the philosophy of “Mother’s womb” where ethics are imparted to “student” under strict “law and order”. In proto Indo Europe language “studio” shall be called as “THUDI”. Thudi shall mean “Heart pulse” (or) Source of Ethics.

PERFECT TEACHER AMMA
(Strict Law and Order)

e) Case study on Aristotle Ethos?...

Case study shows that Aristotle categorized the philosophy of “ethos” under three areas. It is hypothesized that the philosophy of Aristotle “ethos” might be derived from the philosophy of “ethics” (Soul).
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III. CONCLUSION

It is emphasized that the global level legalization towards student & politics may be reviewed and regulated for building up better prospective with the following considerations:

i) Student politics shall mean ensure ideology and Ethics rather than Ethos

ii) Student politics shall mean ensure free from “Political affiliation”

iii) Student politics shall mean ensure age at “21 years”

iv) Student politics shall mean ensure as movement and free from “Election Conduct”

v) Student politics shall mean ensure free from “groupism”, “racism”, “casteism”

It is further focused that the existence of students union, students association at every school, college, university shall be integrated and kept under direct control of ruler of government for effective coordination between respective students union and organizational body.
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